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Abstract
Due to the increasing web, there are many challenges to establish a general framework for data mining and retrieving structured data
from the Web. Creating an ontology is a step towards solving this problem. The ontology raises the main entity and the concept of any data
in data mining. In this paper, we tried to propose a method for applying the "meaning" of the search system, But the problem for these
methods is building a knowledge base that can be used for semantic search. The previous work interprets the query in three ways:'semantic
relation in ontology', 'co-occurrence in the document', and 'semantic relation from Thesaurus'. The proposed method has two parts. The first
part, using domain ontology for classified web pages based on keyword and the concept in each domain and builds Fuzzy ontology as
Knowledge Base and the next section offers a method for expanding the query using built fuzzy ontology. In this paper, we tried to create
knowledge base with WordNet as a comprehensive dictionary and extracted Sub string (phrases include multi words) from WordNet for
each keyword in each domain ontology. The created Search engine was applied to an experimental system to evaluate the "precision –
Recall” and it was revealed that applying the proposed method can improve query expansion 11%better in our experiments for precision.
Keywords: Semantic Search, Ontology, Query Expansion, Fuzzy Ontology

1.

Introduction
Nowadays there is a vast amount of human knowledge
in the form of electronic information and it is very difficult
to find the desired information. One of the most important
needs in today's digital world, information retrieval is
discussed. IR refers to a process in which the user enters
there quired information to retrieve the information that is
relevant to their information needs. The growing of
information on documents and text materials have caused
more accurate and efficient case retrieval in recent years.
Therefore, various methods have been proposed for optimal
retrieval. The various models of retrieval aim to improve
their call and precision.
As noted above, achieving more precise information on
the web in accordance with user requirements is one of the
most important challenges. Among the problems found in
the search engines, which are the primary means for
information retrieval and web mining, include:
 Some search engines are relying on only keywords to
search.
 Inability to understand the relationships between
words.
* Corresponding author. Email: rabiee.sh65@gmail.com

 Most of the retried data are not matched with the text
is configured with the user's query.
These problems motivated researchers to help people by
following two different strategies [1]:
• Changing the infrastructure of the current web to the
semantic web.
• Placing the keyword based search engines as the base
and doing some modifications to make them considering
the query and web page context in order to improve their
efficiency.
There was a big problem over the realization of the first
idea. The problem was that there were already millions of
millions documents in current web that should apply
considerable modifications in their structure to express
their content in RDF and RDFS [7]. On the other hand, for
solving the problem of word sense ambiguity (one word
corresponding to several different meanings and vice versa)
and making a common understanding in a specified
domain, diverse domain ontologies should be developed to
cover existing documents in www. It is why that Quiz RDF
combines traditional keyword querying of WWW resources
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with the ability to browse and query against RDF
annotations of those resources [2]. Search engines that are
following the second strategy use keyword based search
engines as their underlying layer and then add additional
components to enhance their recall and precision [3,4,5,8].
Our proposed architecture in this paper also follows the
second strategy.
In the world around us, words have different concepts
and different forms, Because of the nature polymorphic of
words, each word can has different meanings and concepts
in different domains of knowledge. So it is very difficult to
understand the human request from machine. Much work
has been done in order to understand human speech by
machine. One of these methods will help to solve these
challenges is Conceptual structure. Conceptual structure
utilizes various concepts to understand the user's query.
Also having different concepts and models to interpret the
words in question deals. One of concept can we noted, is
ontology.
In this study, we use domain ontology to better
understand the concepts of the human world and their
relations, do their tasks more precisely and separate pages.
The proposed query expansion sub system helps to refine
the queries. This subsystem has two major differences with
existing query refinement components in other
architectures:

expansion subsystem. Experimental results are found in
section V. Section VI concludes the paper and presents
future works.

A. Gathering basic information:
The query refinement component needs some source
of information to propose new terms in order to refine a
query. In our proposed architecture we use multi domain
ontology to gather the basic information, in other words, on
the basis of the concepts that are already defined in the
domain ontology; the query refinement component looks
for the web pages that are related to these concepts and
stores them in a database for further processing; as a result,
in spite of other existing query refinement components,
there is no need to violate the user privacy through
monitoring his behaviour or his files to know about his
preferences. Furthermore, users do not need to take their
time to fill out the forms to introduce themselves and their
preferences.

a)Domain-specific ontology
According to literature [25] PASS search engine uses a
fuzzy ontology to help users to refine their queries and
getting more relevant results trough the keyword based
search engine. The ontology is built automatically and
determines the fuzzy relation between the terms. In PASS
architecture the fuzzy ontology is constructed from a
collection of documents which are not collected based on
domain ontology so the flexibility of the system on
changing the domain is reduced.
b)Agent intelligent
Master-Web and AGATHE are the two combined
patterns in traduced in [19]
c) User Profile
According to literature [15] Query expansion terms
are extracted automatically based on user behaviour. Click
Streams and the user's history are analyzed. Also in [18] a
probabilistic method for query expansion based on the user
interest model which automatically created and updated,
was presented.
d)Correcting mechanisms requests
 Feedback
 Neural Network
 WordNet

B. Selecting appropriate terms from created data
base to refine queries:
In existing architectures, query refinement components
have to interact with users for selecting appropriate terms
from database and adding them into a query; whereas in our
proposed architecture, the proposed fuzzy ontology
constructor subsystem calculates the fuzzy relations
between terms which are extracted from the stored web
pages in previous step automatically and then suggests the
terms with highest membership degree to refine the query
of each Search Agent.
The rest of paper is organized as follows: section II
reviews the related works briefly. Section III will describe
the proposed architecture in detail. Section IV elaborates
how to construct the fuzzy ontology which is used in query

2. Related Works
In the real world, because words can have many
meanings, there are some approach relies on the concepts.
These approaches can be divided into two categories.
 Search engines that use ontology. These approach use
ontology for semantic interpretation of the user's
documents and queries, they have inference engine. Some
examples of this type of engine Watson [10], Sem Search
[11] and Falcon [12].
Approach of each these engines briefly stated as
follows:
a) Interprets the user query and extract relevant concepts
b)Extracted concepts are used to construct a new query.
At this stage, we formulate the concept of the entered
query.
c) Ontology runs on the user's query and then results
are displayed.
 Another set of search engines, based on keywordbased search engine then integrate with ontologies on the
higher layer. Top layer can include :

All of above model, make a new way to interpret the
query. Therefore, explain a new concept in semantic search
engine as named Query expansion. The main problem in
Query expansion is find a best knowledge base for
expanding. In [26, 27] use synonym from domain ontology
and [28] use sense of keyword from ontology to expanding,
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but these method retrieved vast domain for each keyword
and at the end make noise on result. Another works that use
domain ontology that convert query to formal query
without considering polysemy that leading reduce
precision. Another method to create knowledge base using
Thesaurus. WordNet is a Thesaurus that include Synonyms,
Hypornyms and other relation between words. many works
was provided in this field. For example in literature [14,
16, 17] they apply Synonyms, Hypernyms and Hyponyms
for expanding the query. In 2010, [13] presented A method
of query expansion based on semantic relations which
extracted words from wordnet that have semantically
related with query, Then choose words with more value. In
[20] Gonzalo et al. use a manually disambiguated test
collection of queries and documents derived from the
SEMCOR semantic concordance. Their experiment covers
three types of index spaces: original terms; word senses
derived from manual disambiguation and finally WordNet
synsets. According to Gonzalo, indexing with wordNet
synsets improves information retrieval by more than
29%instead of word forms. First research in WordNet was
conducted by Voorhees. This research has shown that short
queries have better results than long queries. It is also use
feedback for query expansion make better result for long
queries. Voorhees [22] carried out experiments to exploit
the semantics contained within WordNet with sense of
keyword to improve retrieval effectiveness by indexing
with word senses instead of word stems. The results
showed that the effectiveness of the vectors produced by
this disambiguation technique was worse than word stem
vectors for all five collections. Navigli and Velardi[23] use
sense information and ontologies for query expansion.
They argue that expanding with synonyms and hyperonyms
has a limited effect on web information retrieval
performance. They suggest that other types of semantic
information derivable from an ontology is more effective
such as gloss words and common nodes. This is because
words in the same semantic domain and same level of
generality are best candidates for expansion.
The problem with domain-independent ontologies such
as WordNet is that because they have a broad coverage,
ambiguous terms within the ontology can be problematic.
For narrower search tasks, domain-specific ontologies are
the preferred choice. Domain-specific ontologies have been
constructed in many different application areas such as law,
medicine, archaeology, agriculture, geography, multimedia,
business, economics, history, and even the news domain to
name but a few. For example, Nilsson et al. [9] use a
domain specific ontology based on Stockholm University
Information System (SUiS) to carry out query expansion.
SU is differs from other question answering systems
because it does not allow free-form questions. The question
types are restricted to who, what, when and where. Instead
of expanding queries with all semantic relationships
provided by an ontology such as WordNet, only synonyms
and hyponyms are used to increase precision. The
experiments have shown an improvement in results.
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3.Proposed Architecture
This section is dedicated to elaborate our proposed
architecture for domain specific search engines base fuzzy
ontology. What makes this architectural model different
from all other existing architectures is a query refinement
component which helps Search Agents to refine their
queries and express them in a more precise way while
interacting with their underlying layer. This query
expansion subsystem is applying fuzzy ontology to help the
Search Agents. The following is an introduction to the
architectural model’s components as well as how they
relate to each other and the workflow. Main stream
Combination search engines work is composed as follows
Fig. 1.
To increase accuracy, and optimize the results of user
requirements in the proposed method, we add several parts
to this process. Fig.2 shows the added items.
The process observed completely different part in fig. 3.
In the following section we introduce the components of
the proposed architecture, and then we describe how the
components workflow.

Fig. 1.The general architecture of a semantic search engine

A. Ontology
Ontology contains a huge collection of concepts and
word. If we show it in a different domain, we have a wide
range of words in each area. There are two ontologies in
our proposed architecture. At first we use multi domain
ontology that consist concepts and relation between the
concepts. The domain ontology uses to assign the
document to each domain. The second ontology is a fuzzy
ontology which helps Search Agents to add more specific
terms to their queries and each term in ontology with
WordNet to get more relevant results while interacting with
keyword based search engines.
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B. Crawler
Crawler retrieves all pages from the web. This step
occurs at Offline. After retrieving the pages and put them in
a database, we create dictionary of pages. In general, to
create a dictionary, usually using conventional algorithms
such as porter for obtain the root of each words in each
document. In this paper, because of using domain specific
ontology and WordNet , we're required to use the original
words in dictionary.
C. Pages Separation
Traditional search engines lack mechanisms for pages
category. Hencethe pages can be separated by applying the
methods to reduce the search space and it’s improving the
search process [21]. We compare each domain ontology
with keywords in each page. Then, store every word that
was similar with regard to its domain and calculate weight
of domain with (1).



 TF

(1)

n

N: total number of words in the document
TF : Repetition frequency words that the words were
same with ontology

This interface enables the interaction between the users
and the database which contains the classified web pages
that are categorized based on the domain ontology. Users
send their requests to the system through the user interface
and get the related URLs.
o Query Expansion
When the user enter the query through a user interface,
this query separate to multi keywords in multi domain.
Then choose related substring from fuzzy ontology DB.
F. Ranking Module
In this part when a query entered, at first, eliminate the
stop words, then use subtract between each keyword
extracted from query, to determine default domain. At first
find equal substring with query from Fuzzy DB. If there is
substring same as query, choose this substring as first
candidate term for expand, retrieved all pages descending
that annotated with this Substring. Then try to find another
substring with most degree for each keyword and select the
default domain. Pages that contain these Substring should
be belong default domain to be selected. There are some
classes and their relationships in each domain ontology.
Each class stands for a concept in the domain. For each
class in the domain ontology, a series of related terms are
defined.
As mentioned above, we want to classified pages with
these domain, so after retrieve pages from web, in offline,
we classified these pages. After classified, find substring
for every word in each domain ontology via WordNet API.
Then annotate every page with these substrings. So when
user import query, at first, search engine should find
keyword from query. When query were separated to some
keyword, define domain of each keyword and extract their
substring from fuzzy ontology DB and retrieve document
that consist these substring.

4. The Proposed Fuzzy Ontology Constructor Subsystem

Fig. 2. Added items to the search engine

D. Preprocessing
In this step we annotate pages witch and ideates fuzzy
ontology. In order to highlight a subject of a page we use
annotation, it leads to access easy and faster to data.
E. Response to user
o The user interface

The purpose of this subsystem is arranging phrases in a
hierarchical manner hence whenever a user defines the
query; this subsystem offers a list of expressions with
varying degrees. They also present in more pages and with
more frequency than the keywords in the domain ontology.
fuzzy ontology subsystem architecture is shown at Figure
4.Search keyword in domain ontology in WordNet.
WordNet can be used for many different semantic relations.
words with co-occurrence relationships are the output of
this project from WordNet. We can retrieve these terms as
Substring from WordNet. Each word in domain ontology is
part of each Sub String. Words such as "hospital
bed”,"hospitality “and " mental hospital"are Substrings
that obtain for "Hospital" from WordNet. These terms
when a query presented, offers to the user, then according
these phrases, can select his intended phrase. This causes
the user to be able to properly phrase their intended
question or phrase to search for close to what it considers.
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 sk ti , t j  

 occur ti , u    occur t j , u 
 occur t j , u 

(2)

Where denotes a fuzzy conjunction operator. According
to (2), if the frequency of occurrence is greater, we can say
with greater confidence level that has more degrees of
satisfaction than. This selectivity is due to this reason that ,
we follow words that the most commonly used in desired
domain. To make fuzzy ontology, at first, membership
values are calculated for each pair of distinct words by
(2).In order to select appropriate words, we need a measure.
In this step, degree of importance is calculated. Due to the
weight of selected words, we consider the following
formula to calculate the degree of importance:
n

degi=   sk
i 1

Fig. 3. The proposed architecture

(3)

This formula is acquired sum of the importance weights
assigned to the selected word. It consider as the importance
of weight. According to the obtained weights, the candidate
phrases arranged in ascending order according to their
weight and stored in Fuzzy ontology DB.

5. Experimental Results

Fig.4. extract candidate terms and create fuzzy ontology DB

Suppose that T= {t2, ……., tn} is a collection of keyword
in each domain ontology. Obtain Sub String of these words
through WordNet API and store them in a database. Then
follow pages separately for each domain that contains
collection of Tin each domain. Suppose that
C  (u1 , u 2 ,..., u n )
is a collection of URL that each
shows= (t1, t2, …, tn) that is ontology 's keyword.

Search extracted Phrases from WordNet in any page
that containing the keyword. If consider the, the frequency
of occurrence an in u is displayed occure (tj, u). Now, we
must purify substring in the WordNet DB; Keep phrases
that equivalent with phrases in document for fuzzy
operations and pass up rest of them.
● Description of Fuzzy operations:
Let suggests SK (ti, tj) show that, cover more specific
of interval than .Membership degree of SK (ti, tj) which
shown as μSK (ti, tj), that is defined by (2).

A. Implementation details
Our proposed architecture is deployed in C#. Two
domain ontology (computer and medicine) created in
protégé, and then transform classes of ontology to XML
format to use for implementation. C# API used for retrieve
Substring from WordNet. Information is stored in SQL
Server 2000 relational database system.
B. Data collections
As mentioned above, two domain ontology and two
data set used in this implementation. “ohsumed “dataset
with 5400 document used for medicine domain and dataset
that used for computer domain called “my data” with 1500
document.3402phrasesextractedfor two domain from
WordNet .
C. Parameters used for evaluation
Precision and Recall are the two parameters mostly
used for evaluating the efficiency of search engines; where
Precision can be seen as a measure of exactness and Recall
is a measure of completeness. Often, there is an inverse
relationship between Precision and Recall, where it is
possible to increase one at the cost of reducing the other
therefore Precision and Recall scores are not discussed in
isolation. Instead, both are combined into a single measure,
such as F-measure, which is weighted harmonic mean of
precision and recall. Precision, Recall and F-measure are
commonly evaluated as shown in (5), (6) and (7)
respectively.
Precision=

{relevan  docs}  {retrieveddocs}
{retrieveddocs}

(4)
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{relevantdocs}  {retrieveddocs}
{relevantdocs}

F  (1   2 ).

precision.recall
 precision  recall
2

(5)

(6)

For evaluating our system, we used “original query
terms” that include tree part. Figure 5 shows an example of
this query. As shown in Fig5 each query consists of three
parts (I, B, W). “I” represent the number of query, “B”
original query and “W” more details about the request.

As mentioned in previous sections, this architecture
uses key word-based search engines as its underlying layer,
so for popping-up more precise results from the keywordbased search engines to upper layers, we used Fuzzy
ontology to expand their query contexts. for finding the
term to expand we use Substrings of wordnet, and use
Fuzzy Operations for finding the best candidate of these
terms. Simulation results show that Precision and Recall
are actually very good.
The present work and its prototype can be extended
with agent to expedite the process of retrieval system.
Using richer ontology can achieve more accurate result for
our system. Also using semantic relationships between
terms in the ontology for page annotations and indexing of
the keyword leads to improve performance and can be
considered as the future work.

Fig.5.one example of query

Since the demand simulation was performed to evaluate
the improved the overall system performance after adding
the component are requested to Improve; it is therefore
necessary to run the system implemented in the following
three modes according to the results of the evaluation
parameters of the system to calculate and compare:
 System respond to questions without using an
ontology.
 System responding to questions with query expansion
using ontology(PSSE)[24]
 System respond to query with using fuzzy ontology
and Co- occurrence relations[25].
For evaluating our proposed architectural model, we
launched developed system using 12 search queries. Then
we calculated Precision and Recall for each query with
using equations (5) and (6).Figure 6 and Figure 7 shows a
comparison between the value of evaluation parameters of
our proposed architecture and three other search engine that
mentioned above. As noted above, F-measure is an other
way to get evaluation the results. Figure8 shows a
comparison between the value of F-measure. We can see
that the query expansion component helps Search engine to
do their task more precisely which improves the overall
performance of system.

Fig. 6.A comparison between the value of evaluation precision of our
proposed architecture and other methods.

6. Conclusions

The goal of information retrieval systems, providing a
model, that retrieve information closer to the user request
.A rich knowledge base, can help to achieve this goal. Our
proposed architecture, is a multi-domain model search
engine, that uses Wordnet to provide knowledge base. This
architecture uses domain ontology to specify which domain
is supported by the search engine.

Fig.7. A comparison between the value of Recall- Precision of our
proposed architecture and other methods.
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Fig.8.A comparison between the value of F-measure for our proposed
architecture and other methods.
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